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This guide will show you how to save time searching for samples so you
can spend more time creating music.

The key is to narrow your search by deciding which type of sample you’re
looking for.

There are three types of samples that you will encounter:

● Phrase samples
● One-shot samples
● Monotone samples

The type you choose depends on your project, and how you plan to
assemble your beat.

Let’s take a look at each type.

Phrase Samples

Phrase samples are extended sections of music that represent complete
musical ideas. They include melodies, chord progressions, and drum
sequences.

When searching for phrase samples, it’s best to dig through curated music
collections or sample packs.

Recommended:

● Samples bundle by AngelicVibes
● Vintage Breaks Vol 1 by Industrial Strength

One-Shot Samples

One-shot samples are isolated sounds that contribute to the rhythm or
texture of the beat.
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https://samplehunt.com/out/angelicvibes-samples-bundle
https://samplehunt.com/out/vintage-breaks-vol-1
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They’re used for building drum kits and triggering sound FX.

You can use almost anything as a one-shot sample – vocals, instrument
stabs, lines of dialogue, foley – any sample that adds rhythm or texture will
do.

Try searching for one-shot samples in sample packs.

Recommended:

● Samples bundle by AngelicVibes
● LoopCloud

Tonal Samples

Tonal samples are sounds that consist of single notes or chords.

They include single, sustained notes from guitars, pianos, synths, etc.

They’re used to build virtual instruments from scratch with a sampler.

The key to identifying a tonal sample is whether you can detect its pitch. If
the audio contains a single note or chord, and has a discernible pitch, then
it’s a tonal sample.

The best place to find tonal samples are from sample packs that include
recordings from different notes of an instrument.

Recommended:

● LoopCloud
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https://samplehunt.com/out/angelicvibes-samples-bundle
https://samplehunt.com/out/loopcloud
https://samplehunt.com/out/loopcloud
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Applying the Strategy

Before starting your next project, decide which types of samples you’ll need
for your beat.

Then use one of the recommended resources to hunt the right combination
of samples.

Once you’ve gathered enough complimentary samples, you can focus on
creating the beat without stopping to search for samples.

This will help to streamline your workflow and boost your productivity.

Good luck!
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